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Abstract
Background: Radiofrequency ablation is widely used as an effective and minimally invasive treatment of
hepatocellular carcinoma. The complications of radiofrequency ablation are mainly associated with
needle damage or local thermal damage, while the reports of long-term complications of radiofrequency
ablation are relatively rare.

Case Report: This report presents a case of hepatocellular carcinoma with diaphragmatic hernia after
radiofrequency ablation. A 60-year-old male came to the hospital with sudden abdominal pain for one
day, who had received radiofrequency ablation and transcatheter arterial chemoembolization treatment
for hepatocellular carcinoma located in segment 8 as an initial treatment 52 months ago. Computed
tomography showed the right diaphragmatic hernia, small intestine intruding into the chest with intestinal
obstruction. The patient underwent an emergency diaphragmatic repair with bowel resection and was
successfully discharged 1 week after the operation.

Conclusion: Diaphragmatic hernia is a long-term complication of radiofrequency ablation. Surgical
treatment is recommended as the �rst choice when conditions permitted.

Background
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignant tumors in the world[1]. It mainly
depends on local treatment, including surgical resection, radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and transcatheter
arterial chemoembolization (TACE)[2, 3]. Recent studies have shown that RFA, as a minimally invasive
treatment, has been widely used in the local treatment of HCC, and the indications have been gradually
broadened[4, 5]. Long-term follow-up data[6] have shown that the therapeutic effect of RFA is comparable
to surgical resection, while the complications are far less than surgical resection. The major
complications of RFA including bleeding, liver abscess, bowel perforation, pneumothorax, and tumor
implantation metastasis[7], etc. Most of these are short-term complications, while the long-term
complications are relatively rare[8].

Diaphragmatic hernia (DH), as a long-term complication of RFA, is mostly caused by diaphragm injury at
the puncture site induced by local high temperature[7]. While acquired DH present as the abdominal
organs projecting into the chest through a pleural defect, as a result, patients come to the hospital
because of abdominal pain or chest tightness. However, the relevant reports are few, while the treatment
plan and prognosis are also different.

A case of acute intestinal obstruction with necrosis caused by DH after RFA was reported. The patient
underwent emergency surgery to remove the necrotic intestine and repair the diaphragmatic defect and
recovered after surgery. We also reviewed the reports of 12 cases of DH after RFA and compared the
differences in clinical features and prognosis.
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Case Report
A 60-year-old male came to the hospital with sudden abdominal pain for one day. He had a history of
hepatitis B virus-related liver cirrhosis for more than 20 years and long-term oral lamivudine tablets
(100mg, qd, p.o.). He had received RFA and TACE treatment for HCC located in segment 8 as an initial
treatment for HCC 52 months before admission, postoperative long-term oral sorafenib tablets (400mg,
bid, p.o.), and regular outpatient examinations (abdominal computed tomography (CT) every 3 months,
alpha fetoprotein (AFP) monthly) showed no tumor recurrence or diaphragmatic hernia.

After the patient entered the emergency room, abdominal CT was completed immediately, showed that
right diaphragmatic hernia, small intestine intruding into the chest, intestinal obstruction, little effusion in
the right thoracic and abdominal cavity, cirrhosis, and postoperative changes of RFA and TACE (Fig. 1).
Laboratory examination: alanine aminotransferase (ALT) : 20.5 U/L, aspartic aminotransferase (AST) :
29.2 U/L, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) : 70.7 U/L, gamma pancreatic acyl transferase (GGT) : 56.4 U/L,
total bilirubin (TBIL) : 12.4 µmol/L, direct bilirubin (DBIL) : 6.5 µmol/L and indirect bilirubin (IBIL) : 5.9
µmol/L, total protein (TP) : 81.4 g/L, albumin (ALB) :43.2 g/L. Prothrombin time (PT) : 15.2 s, D-dimer (D-
D) : 1.74 mg/L. Hepatitis B virus surface antigen (HBsAg) : positive, hepatitis B virus e antibody (HBeAb) :
positive, hepatitis B virus core antibody (HBcAb) : positive. Platelet count (PLT) : 97*109/L, white blood
cells and hemoglobin were maintained at normal levels, AFP was normal. The patient’s Child-Pugh score
was 6 (grade A) at that time.

The patient underwent exploratory laparotomy with general anesthesia in an emergency. During the
operation, it was observed that there was a local weak defect about 3cm long in the right diaphragmatic
muscle. The small intestinal hernia entered the right thoracic cavity 20cm away from the ileocecal valve
and was locally incarcerated. The incarcerated intestine was necrotic with dark color, no peristalsis, and
the proximal intestinal was dilated. There was about 200ml bloody effusion in the right thoracic cavity
and 50ml pale yellow effusion in the abdominal cavity (Fig. 2). Enterectomy combined with
diaphragmatic repair was performed, and the operation was successful. Thoracic and abdominal
drainage tubes were placed during the operation, and patient was successfully discharged 1 week after
the operation.

Discussion
According to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines, RFA is recommended for
patients with HCC whose liver function or systemic conditions are poor and are not suitable for surgical
resection, with an expected survival comparable to the surgery and fewer complications[9]. Previous
literature reports[7, 10], the complications of RFA are mainly associated with needle damage or local
thermal damage. While DH after RFA is mainly caused by the injury of the diaphragm by puncture needle,
which causes local high temperature in the working state and further aggravates the injury of the
diaphragm. After many months, the local diaphragm tension is reduced, and under the attraction of
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continuous negative pressure of the thoracic cavity, the viscera will penetrate into the thoracic cavity
through the local weak place of the diaphragm, resulting to DH.

In this case, a DH with acute intestinal obstruction and necrosis occurred 52 months after RFA, after
emergency surgery, the patient recovered and was discharged successfully. According to previous
literature reports[11–22], the occurrence time of DH after RFA is 7–96 months (median 18 months),
combined with our case, DH is considered to be a long-term complication of RFA, which is consistent with
the occurrence mechanism of acquired diaphragmatic hernia, suggesting that for patients after RFA, the
occurrence of DH should be vigilant during long-term follow-up.

In some patients with cirrhosis, as the liver atrophy, the space between the liver and the diaphragm
gradually becomes larger, and the intestine embedded in it, which is known as Chilaiditi Syndrome. When
the diaphragm is locally weak due to RFA, the intestines in this space can herniate into the chest from it,
causing diaphragmatic hernia. In this case, the presence of Chilaiditi Syndrome was consistently
observed during CT follow-up after RFA, which eventually led to DH. In a review of previous literature[11–

22], we found that Chilaiditi Syndrome was present in most cases of DH after RFA. Therefore, high
vigilance should be paid to the occurrence of subsequent DH when Chilaiditi Syndrome was shown on CT
during the follow-up of RFA.

A review of the previous 12 cases of DH[11–22] showed that 2 cases chose conservative treatment,
including diuresis and albumin supplementation, while 10 cases chose emergency surgery. Among them,
3 cases underwent bowel resection due to necrosis, and most of them had good prognosis. Only 2 cases
died, the cause of death was tumor recurrence and liver failure (Table 1). The patient in this case was in
good preoperative condition, with Child-Pugh A, although intestinal necrosis had been complicated, the
patient had a good body tolerance and recovered well after surgery. By reviewing the literature, for
patients with DH after RFA, when there is no bowel incarcerated or the patient's general condition is poor,
the doctors can consider to conservative treatment, although the short-term curative effect, but in the long
run, because failing to repair the diaphragm local weak place, under the condition of prolonged negative
pressure in the thoracic cavity, DH is prone to persist and recurring attacks, to avoid the possibility of
emergency surgery in the next attack, we recommend that diaphragmatic repair should be performed in
time after the general condition of the patient is improved, and laparoscopic surgery can be considered
when conditions permitted to reduce injury.

Conclusion
Finally, we conclude that diaphragmatic hernia (DH) is a long-term complication of RFA. For patients with
DH after RFA, when combined with acute completely mechanical obstruction or intestinal necrosis,
emergency surgery should be performed. However, when the obstruction is mild and the general condition
is poor, conservative treatment can be considered, and diaphragmatic repair should be performed at an
appropriate time after the general condition is improved.
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Abbreviations

RFA Radiofrequency ablation

HCC Hepatocellular carcinoma

TACE Transcatheter arterial chemoembolization

CT Computed tomography

DH Diaphragmatic hernia

AFP Alpha fetoprotein

NCCN National Comprehensive Cancer Network
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Tables
Due to technical limitations, table 1 is only available as a download in the Supplemental Files section.

Figures

Figure 1
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Abdominal computed tomography (CT). A, HCC in S8 after RFA and TACE. B, the small intestine
incarcerated in the chest cavity. C, coronal scan of abdominal CT. D, sagittal scan of abdominal CT.

Figure 2

A, the operative photograph showed a diaphragmatic hernia. B, the postoperative pathologic images
showed intestinal necrosis.
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